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A B S T R A C T   

Apnea of prematurity (AOP) is a critical condition for preterm infants which can lead to several adverse out-
comes. Despite its relevance, mechanisms underlying AOP are still unclear. In this work we aimed at improving 
the understanding of AOP and its physiologic responses by analyzing and comparing characteristics of real infant 
data and model-based simulations of AOP. We implemented an existing algorithm to extract apnea events 
originating from the central nervous system from a population of 26 premature infants (1248 h of data in total) 
and investigated oxygen saturation (SpO2) and heart rate (HR) of the infants around these events. We then 
extended a previously developed cardio-vascular model to include the lung mechanics and gas exchange. After 
simulating the steady state of a preterm infant, which successfully replicated results described in previous 
literature studies, the extended model was used to simulate apneas with different lengths caused by a stop in 
respiratory muscles. Apneas identified by the algorithm and simulated by the model showed several similarities, 
including a far deeper decrease in SpO2, with the minimum reached later in time, in case of longer apneas. 
Results also showed some differences, either due to how measures are performed in clinical practice in our 
neonatal intensive care unit (e.g. delayed detection of decline in SpO2 after apnea onset due to signal averaging) 
or to the limited number of very long apneas (≥80 s) identified in our dataset.   

1. Introduction 

Apnea of prematurity (AOP) is very common in preterm infants 
(gestational age <37 weeks) and is almost universal in low-birth weight 
infants below 1000 g [1]. It has been associated with later morbidity and 
other adverse outcomes [2,3]. Although definitions for apnea events 
vary, it is generally defined as a cessation of breathing lasting more than 
20 s, or a cessation of breathing lasting more than 10 s accompanied by 
bradycardia (heart rate (HR) <100 bpm), desaturation (oxygen satura-
tion (SpO2) <80%) or both [1]. In some apnea events, bradycardia and 
desaturation occur almost immediately, while in other events these re-
sponses are delayed or even absent [4]. The length of the apnea, period 

in which no respiration occurs, influences the depth of the bradycardia 
and desaturation that are associated with the apnea. In addition, 
increased apnea lengths have been associated with a slower decrease in 
SpO2, possibly due to higher initial SpO2 values [5]. An initial low value 
of arterial SpO2 is thought to cause the rapid fall in SpO2 in recurrent 
apneas, when a second apnea follows closely on a first apnea [6]. 
However, in some cases a decrease in HR occurs instantaneously with 
apnea before a fall in SpO2 has occurred or even in the absence of a fall in 
SpO2, which suggests a central mechanism for bradycardia [7]. 

Mechanisms underlying bradycardia during apnea are still unclear. 
AOP is believed to be a manifestation of physiologic immaturity of the 
respiratory control [2]. The respiratory center regulates a stable 

Abbreviations: AOP, Apnea of prematurity; HR, Heart rate; CI, Chest impedance; SpO2, Oxygen saturation; CASEs, Central apnea-suspected event; CASE-D, Central 
apnea-suspected event followed by oxygen desaturation. 
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breathing pattern that adapts accurately to changes in metabolic need 
[8]. This center receives excitatory and inhibitory inputs from 1) higher 
brain centers responding to, for example, emotional or volitional stim-
uli, 2) mechanoreceptors in the respiratory tract avoiding overinflation 
of the lungs, 3) peripheral chemoreceptors in the carotid and aortic body 
sustaining O2-, CO2- and pH-levels, and 4) central chemoreceptors on 
the ventral medullary surface sustaining CO2- and pH-levels [9]. 
Immaturity is thought to cause impaired breathing responses to hyper-
capnia and hypoxia, respectively, contributing to the occurrence and 
severity of AOP. 

In this study, we aimed at improving the understanding of apnea and 
its physiologic responses in premature infants. First, we implemented an 
automatic detection of cessations of breathing, based on a previously 
published algorithm [10]. We analyzed apnea events by studying clin-
ical patient monitoring data from preterm infants admitted to our 
neonatal intensive care unit. In the clinical data we investigated the 
effect of cessation of chest respiration motion on the SpO2 and HR of the 
infant. Second, we extended a previously developed cardio-vascular 
model [11] with a lung mechanics model and gas exchange model in 
which we simulated periods of varying lengths of cessation of breathing 
and investigated the effect on SpO2 and HR. We hypothesized that results 
from physiological data and simulations by means of mathematical 
modeling can enhance understanding of AOP and its etiology by con-
firming dependencies between presumably related variables. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Study population 

All patients included in this study consisted of 26 very low-birth- 
weight infants (birth weight <1500 g) characterized by a gestational 
age <30 weeks. For each patient, 48 hours of data were extracted and 
used in this study. Patient demographics are presented in Table 1. 

All selected patients had their ECG, chest impedance (CI) and SpO2 
collected using the Philips IntelliVue MX800 patients' monitors (Boe-
blingen, Germany), according to clinical standard. ECG and CI were 
measured using three ECG leads. Sample frequency for the ECG was 250 
Hz, whereas for the CI was 62.5 Hz. SpO2 was captured by PPG at 1 Hz. 
The data was stored in a data warehouse (Data warehouse connect, 
release B.01, Philips Medical Systems, Andover, USA) and pseudony-
mised before storage for further analysis. 

As this study had a retrospective non-invasive nature, a waiver was 
provided by the medical ethical committee in accordance with the Dutch 
law on medical research with humans (WMO). 

2.2. Data analysis 

Patients' ECG and CI signals were processed using a central apnea 
detection algorithm described by Lee et al. [10]. This algorithm allows 
to filter out all the contributions given by cardiac artifact from the 
original respiration to create a filtered respiration signal. Consequently, 
this algorithm returns a central apnea probability function from which 
all events characterized by a cessation of breathing longer than 10 s in 
the CI can be identified as central apnea-suspected event (CASEs). The 
length of each CASE corresponds to that of a cessation of breathing 

present in the original CI signal. A more extensive description on the 
original algorithm is found in [10]. For this work, as an additional step 
to the Lee's algorithm, all CASEs within 10 s distance were combined, in 
line with clinical practice, where cessations of breathing close to each 
other are evaluated as one event knowing that the decrease in SpO2 can 
be amplified by different consecutive apneas. All CASEs followed by a 
decrease in SpO2 within the start of each CASE and the two minutes 
following its end were identified. All instances where SpO2 ≤ 85% were 
defined as so-called CASE-Ds (with D indicating desaturation). Defini-
tions for desaturation differ between SpO2 ≤ 80% and SpO2 ≤ 85%, but 
since the latter is already associated with negative outcomes [4] we 
recently implemented a new type of alarm for a decrease in SpO2 lower 
than 85% as part of alarm optimization process in our neonatal intensive 
care unit [12]. As such we classified all instances of SpO2 ≤ 85% as 
desaturation. 

CASEs and CASE-Ds were then divided and grouped according to the 
length of their cessation of breathing L. The following lengths L were 
considered: 10s ≤ L < 20s, 20s ≤ L < 30s, 30s ≤ L < 40s, 40s ≤ L < 50s, 
50s ≤ L < 60s, 60s ≤ L < 80s, L ≥ 80s. The subdivision was selected 
based on the suggestions for grouping apnea-bradycardia-desaturations 
proposed by Mohr et al. [5] and expanded even further to elaborate the 
analysis of events based on their length. As a final revision for CASEs and 
CASE-Ds used in our work, all CASEs that were preceded by another 
CASE longer than 10 s in the previous 120 s were excluded from the 
analysis. This characteristic was introduced to avoid the inclusion of 
modifications in patient signals due to the contributions of previous 
CASEs or CASE-Ds. Removal of CASEs and CASE-Ds preceded by CASEs 
shorter than 10 s was not considered necessary as these events do not 
possess the characteristics of an apnea as defined in [1]. We instead 
calculated the percentage of CASEs and CASE-Ds preceded in the pre-
vious 10 s by at least one short CASE (L < 10s) in order to estimate the 
influence of this effect. For each CASE-D, HR (derived from the ECG) and 
SpO2 were extracted. Mean values for these two signals were then 
computed by considering all CASE-Ds included in each group. 

2.3. Cardio-respiratory model 

The cardio-respiratory mathematical model used in this work is an 
extension of previously implemented models [11]. In particular, one of 
these recent models was developed to simulate preterm infant physi-
ology and consisted of a cardiovascular component with a baroreceptor 
model [11]. In this work we extended this model with a lung mechanics 
component and a gas exchange model to include the respiratory system. 
An overview of how these components are structured is shown in 
Fig. 1A. 

The cardiovascular model presented in [11] is a lumped parameter 
model of the neonatal systemic and pulmonary circulation, adapted 
from Sa Couto et al. [13]. Cardiac contractile cavities and vascular 
compartments are described as nodes with the ability to store blood. In 
the contractile cavities the elastance E is varied during the heart cycle to 
simulate the contraction of the heart, causing the stored blood to flow 
out into systemic and pulmonary circulation. Vascular compartments 
are characterized by a constant compliance C and an unstressed volume 
V0. These nodes are connected with segments that described flow be-
tween nodes based on pressure difference Δp over the segment and a 
resistance R of that segment, dependent on the size of the vessel. 
Regulation by a baroreceptor is modeled according to Wesseling et al. 
[14] using the parameters provided by Ursino et al. [15,16] and was 
adapted for a premature infant [11]. The baroreceptor model was 
introduced to describe the model response to a deviation in arterial 
blood pressure from reference value for pressure. 

A model for the lung mechanics was introduced based on the work 
from Albanese et al. [17], but simplified to one dead space compart-
ment, combining the larynx, trachea and bronchi (Fig. 1B) to turn it into 
a 3 compartments model with lungs, dead space and chest wall. Muscle 
pressure is modeled as a periodically changing pressure. This generated 

Table 1 
Characteristics for patients included in the analysis  

Count of patients 26 

Gestational age (weeks) 27.74 ± 0.98 
Postnatal days 9.86 ± 7.40 
Birth weight (g) 1039.04 ± 194.67 
Sex 14 males, 12 females 
Hours per patient considered 48 
Total hours 1248  
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pressure changes inside the lungs, driving the air flows in and out, thus 
creating changes in the volumes. A more in-depth description of this 
model is presented in Appendix A. 

Gas exchange was modeled within the lung compartment as one 
alveolus (Fig. 1C). The amount of oxygen stored in a node is determined 
by oxygen concentration in the blood bound to hemoglobin and the 
difference in oxygen pressure between alveoli and pulmonary micro-
circulation. Oxygen saturation SpO2 is then calculated from the partial 
oxygen pressure pO2 according to the Hill equation [18]. Further details 
about this model are presented in Appendix B. The amount of oxygen VO2 

in a node changed due to convective transport Qc, diffusive transport QD, 
and metabolic rate QM in the systemic arterial micro-circulation. Oxygen 
uptake occurred in the pulmonary micro-circulation and depended on 
capillary gas exchange parameters. 

2.4. Model simulations 

An Euler forward integration scheme was used to solve the model 
numerically. The model was solved for every time step Δt. Changes in air 
and blood volume, pressure and flow were calculated by taking the 
volume at the current time point tn as a starting point. 

All cardiovascular and baroreceptor parameters were estimated to 
simulate a one week old preterm infant with a gestational age of 28 
weeks and birth weight of 1000 g, using scaled parameters according to 
Jennekens et al. [11], who scaled values for a full term infant from Sa 
Couto et al. [13]. Lung mechanics parameters were used from Albanese 
et al. [17] and scaled down similarly to Jennekens' method [11]. Pa-
rameters for the oxygen model were based on literature [13,17–20]. The 
cardiac output was estimated as 175 ml/min and the total blood volume 

of the infant at 110 ml [11]. Parameters for both the lung mechanics and 
gas exchange models are shown in Appendix C. 

Before simulating apnea with our model, we investigated whether 
the steady state of the model simulated a preterm infant adequately. 
Therefore, we modeled a preterm infant until steady state had been 
reached. Hemodynamic outputs of the model were compared with 
reference values provided in [21,22]. Particular attention was also 
dedicated to the parameters for the respiratory model as well as the 
oxygen levels as these are especially relevant for the modeling of apnea: 
these parameters were compared with the reference values from 
[23–25]. 

Apnea was simulated by adjusting lung mechanics parameters to 
simulate a cessation of breathing caused by a stop in respiratory muscles 
(i.e. respiration rate, RR = 0), similarly to what happens in premature 
infants for apneas with a central origin. The model was run for multiple 
apnea lengths to study the effect of apnea length on vital signs, and the 
outcomes of the model were studied and compared with CASE-Ds from 
real infants data. Cessations of breathing with different lengths L were 
included in this work to mimic the apnea periods from the data study. 
We therefore choose to model apnea lengths of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 
80 s. 

Apnea was also simulated after varying the value of different pa-
rameters: these included the initial respiration rate (RR), metabolic rate 
(QM) and alveolar compliance (CAl). In literature, an increase in oxygen 
levels preceding very long apneas caused by an increase in RR was 
described by Mohr et al. [5]. They hypothesized that this increase in 
SpO2 caused a decrease in the slope of SpO2. To verify this finding in our 
model we simulated increased SpO2 values before apnea by increasing 
the RR at start in our model. Reference RR, set equal to 49 bpm, was 

Baroreceptor Tissue Gas 
Exchange

Circula�on Lung Gas 
Exchange

Respiratory 
Muscles

Regula�on Gas Exchange

Respiratory System

&

, ,

, ,0

Lung Mechanics

Cardiovascular system
&

2

,

,

A B

C
Fig. 1. Schematic of the cardio-respiratory model used in this work 
A. Representation of the different models included in the cardio-respiratory model including their interaction. The cardiovascular system consists of the circulation 
which is regulated by the baroreceptor [13,14]. Blood flows and volumes, generated by the cardiovascular module, influence diffusion and metabolic rate. Diffusion 
rate is also dependent on oxygen flow in the lungs, caused by movement of the respiratory muscles [17]. Varying pleural pressures due to respiration affect pressures 
in intra-thoracic components 
B. Lung mechanics model: simplified from Albanese et al. [17] into one compartment. Pressures p are indicated at the nodes. Segments represent resistances R and 
nodes compliances C. Flows over the resistances are visualized with arrows 
C. Gas exchange model: subscripts: ao – airway opening, ds – dead space, bAl – bronchi to alveoli, Al – alveoli, pl – pleura, cw – chest wall, mus – respiratory muscles, 
ven – ventilator. Abbreviations: cO2 – oxygen concentration, Emax - maximum elastance, part - arterial pressure, pmus - muscle pressure, ppl – pleural pressure, Rp - 
peripheral resistance, Tcycle - cardiac cycle time, Vv, 0 - unstressed venous volume. 
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multiplied by factors 0.9, 1, 1.1 and 1.2. These factors were estimated so 
that SpO2 values laid in the range reported in [5], as no average RR were 
reported. Outcomes obtained with different RR were then studied and 
compared with each other. Initial QM was set equal to 0.12 mlO2/s, as 
estimated by previous works considering a population of preterm infants 
[26,27]. Different apneas were then generated using the model by 
multiplying this value by factors 0.5, 0.8, 1 and 1.2, selected to consider 
a wide number of possibilities for this parameter. Different CAl were 
evaluated due to the influence of alveolar stiffness on the tidal volume of 
the premature infants, a characteristic which could significantly affect 
the simulated apneas. CAl was initially set equal to 0.93 ml/cmH2O 
following [17] and multiplied by factors 0.5, 0.8, 1 and 1.5 to estimate 
its contribution on the simulated apneas. 

3. Results 

The total count of CASEs and CASE-Ds is presented in Table 2. The 
count of events for each group decreased when longer lengths L were 
considered. This table also reports the mean count and standard devia-
tion of CASE-Ds computed per patient as well as the mean ratio between 
the count of CASE-Ds and CASEs. 64.5% of CASEs and 59.7% of CASE-Ds 
included in this work were preceded by at least one short CASE in the 10 
s preceding their onset. 

A mean representation of HR and SpO2 for CASE-Ds considering the 
different L is presented in Fig. 2. All mean curves for both HR and SpO2 
for CASE-Ds with L < 80s (Fig. 2A–B) shared the property that their 
minimum value is reached later in time when longer CASE-Ds are 
considered. For each length L, the minimum HR value was always 
occurring earlier in time compared to the minimum SpO2 value. CASE- 
Ds with L ≥ 80s showed different patterns from what was shown by 
shorter CASE-Ds. Curves for mean HR and SpO2 for CASE-Ds with L ≥
80s (Fig. 2C–D) presented several oscillations which were not present in 
shorter CASE-Ds, possibly indicating the contribution of multiple shorter 
CASEs. An additional analysis computed separately for each CASE-Ds 
with L ≥ 80s showed brief moments of recovery from cessations of 
breathing for different patients. These interruptions between long pe-
riods without breathing-related motion in the CI signal explain why 
there are some prominent peaks and troughs in the mean curves. 

The cardio-respiratory and oxygen models were used to simulate a 
stable preterm infant, for which results are presented in Fig. 3. The 
outcomes of this new combined model showed that the oxygen pressures 
in the arteries and veins remained constant at approximately 60 and 32 
mmHg, respectively (Fig. 3A). SpO2 levels in lung microcirculation and 
pulmonary vein reached 95%, since parameters were adjusted to match 
this value (Fig. 3B). The volume of the alveoli fluctuated with a tidal 
volume of 2.3 ml, while dead space remained mostly constant (Fig. 3C). 

Apnea was simulated by generating cessation of respiration motion 
at t = 0 s. Results for these experiments, obtained with different apnea 
lengths are presented in Fig. 4A. During apnea, arterial SpO2 decreased, 
with a total decrease in SpO2 of 5%, 12%, 17%, 22%, 27%, 32% and 43% 
for apnea lengths L of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 80 s, respectively. 
During apnea, the slope of SpO2 was independent of length L. However, 
the rate of recovery of the arterial SpO2 increased with increasing L. 
Simulations while varying the RR, QM and CAl are shown in Fig. 4B–D. 
Higher respiration rate (RR) caused an increase in the initial SpO2, which 

was respectively found to be equal to 92%, 94%, 95% and 96%, as 
shown in Fig. 4A. Higher initial RR resulted in a slower decrease in the 
initial phase after the apnea and to a higher rate of recovery of the 
arterial SpO2. Higher metabolic rate (QM) resulted in a progressively 
steeper decrease in SpO2 and led to progressively lower minimum values 
which were equal to 89%, 74%, 63% and 51%, respectively. SpO2 re-
covery was also affected by this parameter. The effect of different CAl on 
the generated apneas was very limited: higher CAl mildly affected the 
initial SpO2 but had no influence neither on SpO2 decay nor on its re-
covery after the minimum was reached. 

All apnea simulations also presented a common pattern for the HR: 
after a slight decrease that follows the start of the apnea, HR increased 
from 142.2 to 143.0 bpm irrespectively of the apnea lengths. When 
apnea ended, HR decreased to its original value of 142.2 bpm. This effect 
is due to the baroreceptor but is not shown by our results obtained with 
clinical data. 

4. Discussion 

The analysis performed with our population of preterm infants 
showed interesting similarities with the work from Mohr et al. [5]. 

A first result shared by both works indicates that the observed 
decline in HR starts most commonly before the decline in SpO2 [5]. This 
result is also in accordance with other previous works including the one 
from Carbone et al. in which it is mentioned that a drop in HR preceded 
the one in SpO2 in 57% of long apnea (L ≥ 20 s), in 56% of medium 
apnea (15 − 19 s), and in 41% of short apnea (10 − 14 s) [4]. Joshi et al. 
in a study related to time-relationship among cessation of breathing, 
bradycardia and desaturation alarms also reported that bradycardia has 
a much higher likelihood of being followed by desaturation (37% vs. 
11.5%) than vice versa and indicated a much shorter median time for the 
transition from one event to the other (0.7 min vs. 18 min) [28]. How-
ever, it is difficult to draw any conclusion from these observations 
because of two time-delays in the measurement of SpO2. The measuring 
device has an averaging time set in our practice to 10 s and there is a 
circulation delay between blood in the lungs and blood measured in the 
hand or foot, which may be around 6 − 8 s in our infants. This infor-
mation can be estimated considering that the blood volume in prema-
ture infants is around 65 − 80 mL/Kg [29,30] and the cardiac output is 
around 0.23 l/min [31], corresponding to a total circulation time (blood 
volume/cardiac output) of around 20 s. Since the blood volume in veins 
is about twice the amount present in arteries, the circulation delay can 
be estimated in the vicinity of 7 s. Thus, the total delay in the two 
measurements may be around 17 ± 2 s. This is consistent with the ob-
servations presented in Fig. 2, which show SpO2 beginning to fall around 
17 s after the cessation of breathing. It follows that we cannot conclude 
just from these observations whether the drop in HR actually begins 
before or after the drop in SpO2. 

Differently from what is described in [5], we observed the decline in 
HR starting slightly before the cessation of breathing. We do not expect 
this to be a result of timing errors in the monitoring system. We found 
however that 59.7% of CASE-Ds were preceded by short CASEs in the 
previous 10 s (indicating the presence of cessations of breathing shorter 
than 10 s). We acknowledge that short cessations of breathing preceding 
the actual CASE-Ds could have contributed to a drop in HR in multiple 

Table 2 
Count of central apnea-suspected events (CASEs) and central apnea suspected events followed by a decrease in oxygen saturation (SpO2) ≤ 85% (CASE-Ds), median and 
percentiles [25,75] of CASE-Ds and median ratio CASE-Ds/CASEs computed per patient. All values are presented for different lengths for the cessations of breathing L  

Measure 10s ≤ L < 20s 20s ≤ L < 30s 30s ≤ L < 40s 40s ≤ L < 50s 50s ≤ L < 60s 60s ≤ L < 80s L ≥ 80s ALL 

# CASEs 3140 655 404 202 106 127 122 4756 
# CASE-Ds (SpO2 ≤ 85) 646 190 120 60 31 43 28 1118 
Median CASE-Ds 13.5 5.5 2.5 1 0 1 1 25.5 
Percentiles [25,75] CASE-Ds [3,43] [1,11] [1,7] [0,3] [0,2] [0,3] [0,1] [10, 74] 
Median ratio CASE-Ds/ CASEs 0.13 0.26 0.25 0.20 0.24 0.47 0.20 0.17  
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occasions but nonetheless we did not consider the exclusion of CASE-Ds 
preceded by short CASEs from our study since these short CASEs do not 
comply with the definition of apnea presented in [1]. The drop in HR 
happening before the cessation of breathing indicates that this drop in 
HR could not be caused by the drop in SpO2 since the decrease in 
saturation is a direct consequence of the interruption in the breathing 
motion. The drop in HR preceding the cessation of breathing suggests 
therefore that other mechanisms may be involved, such as a central 
mechanism for bradycardia, or a central mechanism producing both 
bradycardia and apnea. However, the presence of short CASEs prior to 
the long apneas studied in this work makes it difficult to draw any 
definitive conclusion. 

Other important similarities with the work of Mohr et al. included 
minimum SpO2 values appearing later in time and lower values in case of 
longer cessations of breathing, for all L < 80 s. In addition, longer de-
creases in HR were also found in case of longer cessations of breathing. 
Mohr et al. suggested that the slower decrease in SpO2 for longer ces-
sations of breathing could be related to the elevated SpO2 values that 
they found before very long apneas, a characteristic which was possibly 
caused by an increase in RR [5]. This hypothesis was supported by a 
model analysis of arterial oxygen desaturation during apnea in a preterm 
infant by Sands et al. [6]. However, we cannot confirm elevated SpO2 
values before the start of longer cessations of breathing in our dataset. 

By looking at apneas extracted from our population of premature 
infants we also noticed that the rate of decrease in SpO2 seemed to slow 
down as the length of the cessation of breathing increased. We hy-
pothesize that the respiratory centers might be triggered by the rate of 
decrease in SpO2, leading to a faster trigger of the respiratory muscles in 
case of higher rates of decrease, typical of shorter apneas, and thus 
stopping apnea with a quicker response. Recovery of SpO2values found 
before the start of the cessation of breathing was also found to happen 
earlier in time in case of shorter CASE-Ds, similarly to what is presented 
in [5]. 

In our study, HR and SpO2 curves for CASE-Ds longer than 80 s 
showed different patterns compared to the curves from shorter CASE-Ds. 
We observed for L ≥ 80 s a smaller decrease in SpO2 than for shorter 
cessations of breathing. This result can be explained by the fact that 
these CASE-Ds were often the result of the combination of short CASEs 
and in the time frame between each CASE the patient had possibly taken 
a breath to adjust SpO2 levels. This result was verified with a separate 
analysis of each CASE-Ds longer than 80 s, which indicated an overlap 
for the most prominent peaks and troughs in the HR and SpO2 in both 
single CASE-Ds and in the mean curves included in Fig. 2C–D. Further-
more, these modification in HR and SpO2 resulted being associated to 
brief interruptions in the cessations of breathing, proving that CASE-Ds 
longer than 80 s often resulted from the combination of short CASEs. 
Note that this combination did not frequently occur in the other CASE-D 
groups, as mean representations included in Fig. 2A–B did not include 
the same fluctuations in HR and SpO2 as shown in Fig. 2C–D. 

Our simulations in the stable premature cardiovascular system 
showed that, with the addition of the respiratory models, our model was 
able to simulate the physiology of a premature infant as values calcu-
lated in our model are in line with reference values from literature for 
both cardiovascular parameters [21,22,32,33] and for oxygen and par-
tial oxygen pressures [23–25]. An exception, however, is the venous 
SpO2 level, as in our model this showed higher values than those found 
in literature [23]. This might be attributed either to the fact that the 
values found in literature refer to preterm infants with different post-
natal ages or to the choices made in the model with respect to param-
eters, as not all parameters can be easily measured and they are 
estimated based on literature studies. 

In response to the different simulated apneas, the total decrease in 
SpO2 was smaller in shorter apneas, as breathing resumed earlier. Re-
covery of the initial SpO2 values was also found to happen faster in case 
of shorter apneas. This result reflects the findings in the data from our 
population of preterm infants for CASE-Ds shorter than 80 s, and they 
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Fig. 2. Mean representation of heart rate (HR) and oxygen saturation (SpO2) 
curves for central apnea-suspected events followed by a decrease in SpO2 ≤ 85 
% (CASE-Ds) considering the different lengths of the cessation of breathing L. 
HR and SpO2 curves for CASE-Ds with 10s ≤ L < 20s, 20s ≤ L < 30s, 30s ≤ L <
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patients included in the dataset are included in these representations. 
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are in line with values found in literature [4,34]. 
During apnea simulation, arterial SpO2 showed a biphasic response 

in our model, a result not easily recognizable in our data. Results from 
the model showed that initially SpO2 decreased rapidly. This steep 
decrease was then followed by a slower decrease. This biphasic response 
to apnea is not widely discussed in literature, however, it was observed 
in some studies [35,36]. Later, this phenomenon was investigated and 
confirmed in other studies [6,37]. In the model, systemic arterial oxygen 
pressure closely followed alveolar oxygen pressure. Under normal con-
ditions, systemic venous oxygen pressure was about 30 mmHg lower. 
During early apnea, this difference in oxygen pressure led to a large 
diffusive rate that quickly drained oxygen from the alveoli causing both 
alveolar and arterial pressure to drop. When alveolar and arterial oxy-
gen pressure approached venous oxygen pressure, essentially alveoli and 
the blood could be considered to behave as one single oxygen storage 
compartment, from which oxygen was consumed at a constant meta-
bolic rate. This caused the constant rate of decrease in SpO2 in our 
model, whereas in the data we observed that the decrease depends on 
the apnea length. This constant slope in the model is explained by the 
choice that metabolic consumption was assumed independent of apnea 
length. This result was found since the threshold CO2, th was not reached 
during our simulations. In case this threshold was overcome oxygen 
consumption would have dropped, directly affecting the slope of 
decrease as shown for apneas extracted from our patients. 

The influence of the setting of other parameters, namely RR, QM and 
CAl, on the simulated apneas was investigated. RR determined the steady 
state level of arterial SpO2 and affected the rate at which this level 
dropped during early apnea. QM directly determined the rate of decrease 
in SpO2 during late apnea. CAl, an important parameter since low values 
are associated with a higher risk of respiratory distress syndrome, 
showed very limited contributions on the simulated apneas. Since the 
estimation of QM (both value and its independence on apnea length) 
largely influences the extent of the decrease in SpO2, improving the 

estimation based on clinical data could improve apnea simulation. 
Following a simulated apnea, the model showed a slight raise in HR, 

caused by the response to the baroreflex regulation. Our model was not 
able to simulate the observed drop in HR following CASE-Ds in our data. 
The modeled increase in HR was due to the increase of the intrathoracic 
pressure during apnea, resulting in a decrease in cardiac filling. 
Following the Starling effect [38] this led to a decrease in cardiac output 
and arterial pressure. However, this rise in HR was very small (<0.8 
bpm), and thus physiologically irrelevant. To explain the large decrease 
in HR found in our experimental data, our model should be extended 
with additional regulatory mechanisms, responding to inputs from the 
chemoreceptors and the lung stretch receptors. Notably, some studies 
claimed that the fall in HR is a chemoresponse to the fall in SpO2 
resulting from apnea, because of the significant correlation between the 
decrease in SpO2 and HR [39]. However, our data suggests that the fall in 
HR precedes the fall in SpO2, making this mechanism less plausible. 

Results provided in this work allowed to compare CASE-Ds extracted 
from physiological data of premature infants with simulations of apnea 
from a cardio-respiratory model. These results shared different simi-
larities including a far deeper decrease in SpO2, where the minimum was 
reached later in time, in case of longer apneas. Furthermore, in both 
CASE-Ds and apnea simulations the initial SpO2 levels are reached 
earlier after the minimum has been reached in case these events are 
shorter events. Some differences between the results could be explained 
either looking at how measures are performed in clinical practice in our 
neonatal intensive care unit (e.g. delayed decline in SpO2 after apnea 
onset) and considering the limited number of recorded CASE-Ds within a 
certain group (e.g. CASE-Ds longer than 80 s) and the presence of short 
CASEs which often preceded CASE-Ds extracted from our dataset of 
premature infants. In addition to these, the slope of decrease in SpO2 
during simulated apneas was found to be the same for each apnea length 
since the simulated conditions of the infant before each apnea were the 
same for every situation, a condition that is not found in real patients. 
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Finally, an important limitation is the missing contribution of che-
moreceptors and lung stretch receptors, that might affect the metabolic 
rate QM, which was assumed to remain constant during apnea during our 
simulations. Future studies should also try to model the fall in HR and 

possibly get us a better understand of the underlying mechanisms that 
cause this fall, taking into account the contribution from the chemore-
ceptor, similarly to what was described by Albanese et al. [17]. Another 
limitation of our model is that it only allows to simulate central apneas 
while at the moment other types of apneas cannot be simulated. 
Nevertheless, our cardio-respiratory model was successfully able to 
replicate the steady state of premature infants and describe the decay in 
SpO2 during apnea, showing results in line with different literature 
studies. 

5. Conclusion 

The aim of this study was to combine the use of modeling data and 
real infant data to enhance understanding of AOP and as such, confirm 
dependencies between variables known to influence AOP. By analyzing 
CASE-Ds in real infant data, we showed that longer cessations of 
breathing were followed by a slower decrease in HR and SpO2. The 
decrease in HR was also found to occur before the decrease in SpO2. By 
extending an existing cardiovascular model to include a lung mechanics 
and a gas exchange compartment and by fitting parameters for a preterm 
infant, we were able to simulate different characteristics found in CASE- 
Ds, i.e. the drop in SpO2 during apneas as well as a deeper decline in 
SpO2 for longer apneas. Our model did not allow yet to simulate the 
decrease in HR, an observation which might be reproduced by intro-
ducing the chemoreceptors and lung stretch receptors in the model. 
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